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Advancing support and services for our nation’s heroes through innovative research and

solutions focused on improving the lives of veterans and their families while addressing

health, safety, and policy through a unique philanthropic funding platform.

In order to address the critical issues facing our veterans and their families across America,

Benefunder has established a fund that includes a comprehensive array of researchers

working on therapies and promoting training and policy, aimed at fulfilling the daily and long-

term needs of our military heroes.

The Veterans Impact Fund will focus on improving the lives of veterans and their families

through on-going basic and applied research developed by innovators at top research

institutions across the nation, including Boston University, Carnegie Mellon University,

University of Wisconsin-Madison, The University of Texas at Austin, and University of

California, San Diego. This leading-edge research includes new treatments for PTSD,

improved prosthetics, wearable technologies, preventative tools, simulation technologies,

education development, and policy. Opportunities to fund these causes will help catalyze

research efforts from the beginning stages to commercialization. Additionally, it will give

donors the opportunity to help advance public-private partnerships, community

engagement, and promising innovations that will benefit our military veterans.

The fund is designed to unite resources from several stakeholders in the philanthropic

community, including all types of foundations, family offices, and private donors. Benefunder

primarily focuses on offering hosted Donor Advised Funds with wealth management firms,

where it will promote the...

Read More at benefunder.com/
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FUNDING REQUEST

The Veterans Impact Fund will ensure that more funds reach their intended target - the top

innovators in this field of study. By supporting this fund you are maximizing your dollars over

time, balancing cash flow, and providing accountability. With a target gift size of $150K per

researcher, distributed quarterly, Benefunder hopes to create the largest Veteran funding

model available on both a public and private platform.
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